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THE MAGAZINE ANTIQUES DECEMBER 1977 [Wendell (ed) Garrett] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers.
Antiques The Magazine December 1985 [Wendell Garrett] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Great
collectible Antiques magazine!
from The Magazine ANTIQUES, January/February, 2013 | The editorials that Wendell Garrett wrote for this
magazine over forty years radiate a quiet confidence in American democracy.
The Magazine ANTIQUES is a bimonthly arts publication that focuses on architecture, interior design, and fine
and decorative arts. Regular monthly columns include news on current exhibitions and art-world events, notes
on collecting, and book reviews.
The second was Wendell Garrett, a student of Montgomery's who became a powerful spokesman for the field,
as the scholar/editor of The Magazine Antiques . One could also say he became the siren of the field, as few
could "sail" past each month's eloquent essay without succumbing to the ensuing pages.
Wendell Garrett (1929-2012) Editorial Staff November 14, 2012 Opinion We are an extended family here at A
ntiques and we are mourning our most valued member-the man who gave Americana its voice and our office its
warmth.
Wendell Garrett, author of American Colonial: Puritan Simplicity to Georgian Grace, on LibraryThing
Wendell D. Garrett, an authority on American decorative arts known to public-television viewers for his long,
professorial presence as an appraiser on “Antiques Roadshow,” died on Wednesday in ...
Historian Wendell Garrett, later an appraiser on Antiques Roadshow, served as the magazine's editor from 1972
to 1990. He remained editor at large until his death in 2012. [2] Another editor, from 1939 until 1972, was Alice
Winchester , a pioneer historian of American folk art.
from The Magazine ANTIQUES, January/February, 2013 | The editorials that Wendell Garrett wrote for this
magazine over forty years radiate a quiet confidence in American democracy.
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